Wang, S., Maximum orders of periodic maps on closed surfaces, Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 255-262. In this paper, we determine the maximum orders of periodic maps on closed surfaces. For the orientable closed surface of genus g, g 2 2, this maximum order is 4g+ 2 (realized by an orientation preserving map) if g is odd and is 4gt4 (realized by an orientation reversing map) otherwise. For the nonorientable closed surface of genus 9, q 3 3, this maximum order is 2q if q is odd and is 2q -2 otherwise.
In this paper, we determine the maximum orders of periodic maps on closed surfaces. For the orientable closed surface of genus g, g 2 2, this maximum order is 4g+ 2 (realized by an orientation preserving map) if g is odd and is 4gt4 (realized by an orientation reversing map) otherwise. For the nonorientable closed surface of genus 9, q 3 3, this maximum order is 2q if q is odd and is 2q -2 otherwise.
Furthermore, the maximum order of orientation reversing periodic maps on Fs is 4g-4 if g is odd.
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At the end of the last century, Wiman proved the maximum possible order of an orientation preserving periodic map on an orientable closed surface of genus g, g 2 2, is 4g + 2. Harvey proved that this maximum possible order is attainable for each g in 1966.
(See [5, 81 and also Lemma 5 below for direct construction of an orientation preserving map of order 4g + 2.)
In this paper, we determine the maximum orders of periodic maps on all closed surfaces with no orientability assumptions. Let F, be an orientable closed surface of genus g, ga2, N, be a nonorientable closed surface of genus q (i.e., a connected sum of q projective planes), q 3 3. Let o(M) be the maximum of the orders of the periodic maps on M.
Theorem 1.
if g is odd, g 2 2, if g is even, g 2 2.
if q is odd, q a 3, ifq is even, q s 3.
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Furthermore, the maximum order of orientation reversing periodic maps on F, is 4g -4 zj-g is odd.
With the concept of a hyperbolic orbifold, we made the proof of Theorem 1 as geometric as possible. The four kinds of maximum order maps in Theorem 1 are all given by intuitive and elementary constructions.
Remark 2. The maximum order o( F,) is realized by an orientation preserving periodic map if g is odd, and by an orientation reversing periodic map with isolated fixed points if g is even.
Remark 3. The closed surfaces not included in Theorem 1 are the 2-sphere, torus, projective plane and Klein bottle. All these cases are well studied.
Now we give some definitions and results which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. All these results are well known or are direct corollaries of well-known results.
(a) Let F be a compact surface with x(F) < 0 and f be a periodic map on F, then there is a hyperbolic metric on F (6iF consists of geodesic circles if dF is not empty) such that f becomes an isometry. Accordingly we often call a periodic map a map of finite order or an isometry. (2) Now we consider the or~entab~e orbifold F/(-f'*), then f induces a map 7 of order 2 on F/(f") and determines a quotient map h : F/(f')+
F/(f).
Since h is at most 2-1 and sends isolated singular points to isolated singular points, there are only four possibilities for the singular points on F/(f'): (1) four singular points of indices r+, ui, v2, u2, (2) three singular points of indices &, o?, v?, (3) three singular points of indices v,, t'r, jvz, (4) two singular points of indices $ut, &. However, the last three possibilities imply that f has an isolated tixed point contradicting that f is an orientation reversing involution. So F/Q") has four singular points of indices ur, ut, t;, u2. Ey counting the orbifold Euler number, we see that ]F/(f')f is a &sphere. Now f' is a map of order jd on F, ; by ( i) of Lemma 4 we have id = lcm( uI , ul, t'?, ti2) = lcmf vI , uz).
(3) Let F&+ Nq be the orientable double covering and (&IL'= 1) be the deck group. As a hom~omarphism on N,, f sends every orientable loop to an orientabte loop. Hence f can be lifted to F,_, . Let p be an orientation preserving iift off: Now f" is a lift off* ==id, so _?' = id or I. Since I is orientation reversing, we have f " = id. Since pi = id implies that f' = id, ? is a map of order d. 
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Part I: Orientable case.
From the results of Wiman and Harvey, we need only to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 6. The maximum order of orientation reversing isometries on F, is 4g -4 for odd g and is 4g + 4 for even g, if g L 2.
Proof. Let f be an orientation reversing isometry of order d on Fg.
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we have
If ,y(lF,/(f)j) c -1, then the right side of (1) In all these cases, g is even and d ~4g+4. Furthermore, ~mitatjng the proof in the orientable case, one can show that if q is odd and f is a map of order 29, then 1 N&'(f)f is a disk. Thus it is not aiways possible to produce the required finite order map by a suitabte surjective homomorphism d, : r:(S) + Z;, where S is a hyperbolic orbifold.
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